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◆технические особенности   
Наименование  Описание  

мощность AC220V 50Hz 

 
Силовой кабель 

1.5m 

Номинальное давление 
воды 

2 
0.10~0.60MPa(1.0~6.0kg/cm ) 

Смывное 
устройство Объем 

распыления 

1.2L/мин  для максимально  объёма смыва  

1.3L/мин для режима биде 

 
Уровень 
давления воды 

4 уровня  доступно и для смыва и для биде  

 
Уровень 
температуры 
воды 

Доступны 4 уровня (Без обогрева, 34 ℃, 37 ℃, 40 ℃) 

 
Емкость бака 

1.3L 

 
Мощность 
нагрева 

600W(Max) 

Устройство 
безопасности 

 
Датчик уровня воды, датчик температуры, термореле, 
предохранитель контроля температуры 

сиденье 

 
Мощность 
нагрева 

45W(Max) 

Уровень 
температуры 
сиденья 

 
4 варианта доступны (без обогрева, 34 ℃, 38 ℃, 42 ℃) 

 
Устройство 
безопасности 

 
Датчик температуры, предохранитель контроля 
температуры 

Теплый 
воздух 

 
Мощность 
нагрева 

270W(Max) 

 
Уровень 
температуры  

4 варианта доступны в (Без нагрева, 45 ℃, 55 ℃, 65 ℃) 

Устройство 
безопасности 

Предохранитель контроля температуры 

Тип смыва Вниз потока 

Выход сточных вод 
 Установка размера 

180/230mm 

 
Двойной сливной бачок 

4/6L 

 
Температура окружающей 
среды 

0~50℃ 

вес About 30kg 

◆ Краткое описание функций 

◇функции смыва  

 Очищение ягодиц Ягодицы могут быть тщательно очищены от распыления 
сопла 

бидэ 
Разработан специально для ежедневной женской гигиены 
идеально моется под давлением мягкой воды для 
предотвращения передачи бактерий 

Варианты позиции 
для распыления  

Сопло может двигаться вперед или назад в зависимости от 
конкретного тела пользователя, а не от движения тела 

Сила распыления 
доступна на разных 
уровнях 

Различная сила распыления может быть разной в 
соответствии с интересами пользователя. 

Перемещение 
распыления Движение насадки может усиливать  распыление  

Массаж очищающий Регулярное изменение силы распыления может сыграть 
роль массажа для ускорения кровообращения. 

◇ Доступный комфорт 

Теплое сиденье  Сиденье с микрокомпьютерной системой сохраняет 
определенную температуру, даже зимой тепло 

Теплый воздух для 
сушки Тёплый воздух быстрее высушивает ягодицы после мытья 

Различная 
температура, 
доступная в воде, 
воздухе и месте 

Температура воды, воздуха и сиденья может 
регулироваться в зависимости от потребности 

Система сенсорного 
распознания 

Туалет начинает переходить в рабочее состояние, так как 
сиденье занято пользователем 

Дистанционное 
управление 

Все функции могут быть выполнены дистанционно в 
течение всего процесса. 

Чтобы закрыть и 
открыть сиденье или 
крышку с помощью 
пульта 
дистанционного 
управления 

Крышка и сиденье унитаза могут быть закрыты и открыты с 
помощью пульта дистанционного управления, чтобы быть 
чистыми и удобными. 

 



размер  
Длина 615мм, ширина 415мм, высота 455мм 

    

    

    



 



 

◆Directions of Maintenance  

 

The majority of intelligent toilet is made from plastics. Cleaning work should be done 
according to the following method in order to prevent the damage to its body and its surface. 

◎Generally, please clean with wet soft cloths   

◎Pls apply neutral detergent to the cloths to remove the dirty off, then followed by a little     

of water wash 

◎After washing, the remaining of detergent on the surface of plastic part should be Wiped     

off with soft cloths 

◎For electronic appliance, keep it dry by using with soft cloth to avoid an access to water 

 

◆Requirement in Use 

 

 

Ensure the power cut-off to  
proceed with maintenance. 

Please be careful to keep  
water  or  detergent  from  
electrical appliance during  
cleaning. 

Caution Warning  

Please don't apply the  
detergent, volatile agent,  
thinner, nylon brush and so  
on, avoid injuring component  
parts made of plastic or  
metal. 

Cleaning with soft cloth  
carefully. 

Maintenance of bowl, seat and lid 



4. To set temperature 

◎Set the temperature of seat  
Press “SEAT TEMP” key on remote control to get the 
heated Seat at temperature you want. 

 Status  Low  Medium  HighOff 
 Bar indicator  

Corresponding 
About 34℃ About 38℃ About 42℃ No-

heating Temp 

Press “WATER TEMP” key on remote control to choose 
at the temperature you like. 

 Status    Low   Medium High Off 

 Bar indicator  

Corresponding 
About 34℃ About 37℃ About 40℃ No-

heating  
Temp 

Press “DRY TEMP” key on remote control to enjoy 
what kind of level of warm air. 

 Status    Low   Medium High Off 

 Bar indicator  

Corresponding 
About 45℃ About 55℃ About 65℃ No-

heating  
Temp 

Press on back triangle in vertical position to get water 
pressure you want. 

 Status    Low   Medium High  Highest 

 Bar indicator  

▲It is followed by clear tune when pressing on each button. Be unavailable with this tune 

means that the operation fails. 
▲The previous setting program will be saved in case of power failure and will continue to 

run when restart. 

  

◆Remote Control 

 

Description of keys: 
1. “     ” key : When function of “WASH”, “BIDET”, “DRY” is running, press this key, the 

system will stop, and press this key for 3 seconds, the system is initiating or shut down. 
2. “      ” key : Press this key, LED indicator light will flash three seconds, washing function 

will begin. 
3. “      ” key : Press this key, LED indicator light will flash three seconds, it will start this 

function. 
4. “      ” key : Press this key, it will start this function after LED indicator light flashing of 3 

seconds. 

5. “      ” key : Press this key, the water temperature available at 4 levels, and 
corresponding degree number will be displaying on screen of control panel. 

6. “         ” key : Press this key, the air temperature available at 4 levels, and 

corresponding degree number will be displaying on screen of control panel. 
7. “        ” key : Press this key, the seat temperature available at 4 levels, and 

corresponding degree number will be displaying on screen of control panel. 
8. “      ” key : During the operation of “WASH” or “BIDET” mode, press this key to start or 

shut down move function, and corresponding symbol will be showing on the screen. 
9. “      ” key : During the operation of “WASH” or “BIDET” mode, press this key to start or 

shut down massage function, and corresponding symbol will be showing on the screen. 
10. “      ” key : Press this key, 3, 6, 9 hours separately available for energy-saving. 

Match of remote control and toilet: 
Before match,the toilet is out of power.press the key“Bidet”on the remote control for3 seconds 
without stop,the remote control will display word“CO”.it enters the process of match;and then supply 
power,the remote control will display word “oo” meaning the completed match of remote control and 
toilet,and the system can normally be operated,If it fails in one minute,the remote  control will 
automatically set out the process of setting,please repeat the above operation. 



 

 

▲In the process of buttocks washing, if press “POWER” button on the bowl or “STOP” key of 

remote control, all functions will be closed. 

▲When the “MOVE” function is performing, then press “MASSAGE” button, you can enjoy 

comfort brought by both moving spraying and massage feature. 

1 

Ceramic 

▲ To put pipework together 

The pipework should be connected together as     
indicated on the right diagram. Pls make sure that  

PE pipe 
the 

filter should be placed outside of wall and in the proper way 

for the future maintenance purpose. Easy-way  
Connector 

 ▲   To  install  the  toilet  bowl 1 

1. To adjust the length of pipework  
   Take out of the straight sewage pipe(107mm in diameter), insert into the elbow outlet of 

hidden-in-the-wall water tank until it can't go further any more and make a mark on the 
pipe at the wall surface; and insert the sewage pipe into the ceramic bowl end until it don't 
go further any more and make a mark on the pipe at the surface of rear end of ceramic 
bowl. Finally, cut the pipe as long as the length between 2 lines and plus 3mm, then use 
the file to make it without any bur around the cutting area and keep a fixed degree of angle 
easy for installation.  

     It is in the same way to handle pipework between the ceramic bowl and wall. 

2. To fix the toilet bowl in the place 
     Apply the lubricant at the link of elbow and straight pipe, and connect the sewage pipe and 

flush pipe directly to the elbow end of hidden-in-the-wall tank. 
    And refer to the manual of flush tank to lock the handing plug and bolt onto the ceramic 

bowl. 
3. To have a test   
   Make sure that pipework is linked in proper way, then install the flush-button board. And 

conduct a test when power is turn on. 

Filter 



◆Preparations should be ensured prior to use 

 ◇ Battery installation  
       Take the remote control away from the bracket, open the lid on the rear side, replace        
with new alkalescent AAA battery, and close the lid, put it back to its bracket.        Ensure 
its signal receiver on toilet bowl is covered with nothing. 

     Note: In order to avoid the battery cracking and leakage, the following measure should                    
be followed:  

◎The size, type should be as same with the old ones. 
◎Keep the battery case empty for when it is not in use over a long time. 
◎The battery terminal should be in right direction during the its replacement. 

◎The running program either for temperature or energy-saving will lose since the     
battery is replaced with new ones. Pls restart the setting operation. 

  

◇Power-on  
  Plug into the socket outlet. 

◇Turn on water supply  
   Keep the tap open to get water supply available. 

◇Light indication should be ensured 

 ◎See if power indicator is lit up, if not, press “POWER” key to turn on the toilet.  
◎See if indicator of water heating is burning, if not, press “WATER TEMP” key to start       

water heating. 
  ◎See if indicator light of seat heating is burning, if not, press “SEAT TEMP” key to       

start seat heating. 

◆Use guide   

◇Control panel: 
       The symbol of key on Control panel of bowl body is described as “POWER”,         

“WASH”, “ BIDET” and “DRY” separately. 

◇

Indicator light 

◇Process of operation: 
1. Power switch: press “POWER” key on bowl or “STOP” key of remote control for     
about 3 seconds, respectively for turn-on or turn-off. 



◆Method and process of installation 

    ◇Preparation for installation 

      
    Tools provided by end-user's customers: 
    ◎ Monkey wrench 
    ◎ Carpenter' leveling rod 
    ◎ Band tape, square 
    ◎ cross-screwdriver 
    ◎ Electric driller(for wood floor) or shock driller (for concrete or porcelain board )     

◎ Hammer, pencil or marking pen 
    ◎ Glass cement gun, glass cement, saw, cutting blade, bouble-stick tape, and file     

Parts purchased by the user: 

         ◎ Intake hose 
    ◎ Pipe tap 

▲To  set  up  the  hidden-in-the-wall  water  tank 

Pls strictly follow up the manual going with the hidden-in-the-wall water tank, the 
hole distance for the bolts locking on rear ceramic bowl should be 230mm. (The 
fitting of the front board with flush button on it should be left to the time when the 
toilet is placed on the place.) 
Note: The hidden-in-the-wall water tank should be placed before the tiles are laid to 

cover the wall. And the location of toilet should be ensured prior to installation, (It 
should be referred to the position of pipe tap and sewage pipe line), and in 
accordance with the overall indoor decorating plan, when the floor is finished and 
regarded as the basic reference line.    

 

▲In the process of buttock's washing, if press “POWER” button on the bowl or “STOP” key of     

remote control, all functions will stop. 

▲When the “Move” function is performing, then press “Massage” button, you can enjoy     

comfort brought by both moving spraying and massage feature. 



Flush button 

Soft close lid 

Warm air 
outlet  

Ceramic bowl 

Electric 
leakage  
protector 

Indicator light 

Operation 
panel  

Remark:OLS-0702 is square version; 
               IT-606W is round version. 

◎ Setting of Energy-saving  
The system is running idly, press “ENERGY SAVER” 
button, it can be chose the heating time both of water and 
seat from 3, 6 and 9 hours from now, the heating system 
will come to end beyond the given time. When the given 
energy-saving period expires, the system will carry its 
performance from an original status. 
Notes: During the time of energy saving working, 
whoever wants to use the toilet, can enjoy performance 

of other functions, and it will start to enter energy-saving status once the user leaves, the 
time the user spent won't be counted in the given energy-saving time. 
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How to empty the tank water off 

Nozzle cleaning  

Pull out the jet pipe some way carefully,  
holding it firm with a hand, and clean with  
soft wet cloth by the other hand. Soft brush  
should be applied if necessary. 

When toilet don't use for a long time, or the water left in tank should be emptied  
off for some purpose, keep “DRY” and “BIDET” keys both being pressed for 3  
seconds, the system will perform its function to run water off. And all indicating  
lamp don't lit up until empty-off, then cut off power. 

1 

CAUTION 

The temperature should be set at low level for use of Children, the older or 
the handicaped. 

Please don't throw burning cigarette and flaming stuff into the bowl to avoid 
dangerous fire. 

Pls keep hand and other thing off the outlet of warm air, or it may lead to skin 
injury, electric shock, or component damage.   

Pls don't flush other somethings down, beside with feces, urine, toilet paper, or it 
may get blocked or jamed to run the sewage off.  . . . The anti-block tool should 
be applied when the drainage pipe is blocked. 

Pls don't place the heavy things or human stand-up on the bowl, also don't hit the 
bowl with force. 

Pls don't get the intake pipe deformed or broken, or it may cuase a problem with 
water leak. 

Pls use neutral detergent for kitchen, and don't use the following items: cleaning 
detergent for toilet or house, volatile alcoholic agent, banana oil, and brush and 
so on. Or it may be harmful to plastic surface and pipe, even bring negative effect 
on regular work.  

Pls don't use at zero or below, or it may get the pipe frozen, further bring damage 
to inside structure, even cause leakage. 

1 5 



 

◇Other functions  

 Soft-close device 
The device can make seat lower down quietly and gently to 
avoid annoying toilet seat slam 

Self-cleansing of spray 
nozzle 

The spraying nozzle will give off a small stream of water 
to have self-cleansing on the way of nozzle during 
extending or retracting 

Energy-saving function 
3, 6 or 9 hours can be set for power saving, during energy -
saving period, the heating of water and seat unavailable.  

◆Safety warning  

  Please read the following text carefully. The relevant safety requirement 
listed below should be observed. 

●Symbol and description are as following:  

 WARNING 
There will probably result in injury or casualty, if the user ignores the 
emblem of these warnings during use. 

  

 CAUTION 

There will probably result in personal injury and damage to property, 
if the user ignores the emblem of these caution during use. 

 

 

 

5. Special troubles 

 Phenomenon Solution 

Indicator light of the water flashing  The power should be cut off, then re-connect 

with buzzing sound with power. When it fails, pls cut off the power  
 Indicator light of the seat flashing with  supply and contact the manufacturer and service  

 buzzing sound 
agent 

 Indicator lights are all flashing, the  supply fails, and turn on the power when water Unplug off 
power supply to see if the water  
 buzzer gives off sound warning supply resumes 

Shut down the water source to examine the  
Water-leak happens in electrical pipes is broken or not, and contact the 
appliance 

manufacturer and service agent 

WARNING 

No-disassembling 

No-splashing 

Disassembling and alteration is absolutely forbidden without any permission,  
also probably cause the fire or electric shock. 

The fire or electric shock will happen, when electronic components and plug 
is getting wet with water or cleaning agent.  

  
Phenomenon Cause 

Cause 

Solution 

3 . Drying by warm air 

4 . Seat heating 

Re-start air temperature  
operation 

Sit in proper way and to be  
sure the user is in the self- 
sensing range 

Caused by “No-heating” program 

Caused by “No-heating” program 

Caused by the expiration of  
the given time 

Limited by energy- saving  
program 

No response or action from  
sensor  

Re-set air temperature key 

Re-set seat temperature key 

Re-set seat temperature key 

Warm air failure during  
working 

Low air temperature 

Too low temperature 

Phenomenon Cause Solution 

Press “Stop” key for  
suspending 3 minutes 
Have proper posture sitting  
on seat to ensure the sensor  
works well 

In “no-heating” mode  

Caused by wash working  
over a long time 

Limited by energy- saving  
program 

Re-set water temperature  

Without enough high  
water temperature 



DEAR USER: 

  Thanks you for owning Intelligent Toilet. Please read this user's 

manual carefully prior to use in order to ensure your safety, and it is 

helpful for you to hold this book carefully. 
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